
ARIOSO homework, September 11, 2019, Mrs. Foltz 
 
Both pieces: all personnel 

 Listen and follow along in your part 
 Read about the pieces. Please see the links below. […with thanks to those who have 

already completed this portion of the homework! :-D] 
 

Bagatelle/Dvořák 
Dvorak (1841-1904); Bagatelle (Op. 47, No. 5) composed 1 May - 12 May 1878 
arr. Robert Sieving 
 
Read: http://www.antonin-dvorak.cz/en/bagatelles 
Listen: https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/media-
player.jsp?&type=audio&productID=10050379 
Video with score: https://www.alfred.com/bagatelle-from-opus-47-no-5/p/00-29733S/ 

♫♫♫♫♫ 
Today we worked… 

 VI E-natural m. 63/64 vs E-flat m. 65 and 67 
 All: take note of which section or sections have the “motor rhythm” at any given time 
 Dovetailing, together and with matching articulations, m. 73-75 
 Mm. 45-77…and more 
 Cellos, wOw! What a difference in dynamics and in sectional unification! 
 M 32-40 is really coming along!  

 
To do…(HW for this week, in addition to continuing with items from 9/4/19) 

 Cellos: work notes m. 10 beat 2, m. 14 beat 2 and similar places, slowly, then faster 
 All: m. 3 and similar fp, we need to work on these. I’m not hearing the fp. 
 All: work the fz’s m. 23 and similar. 

 
From 9/4/19…[concentrate on m. 1-77] 

 All: practice with metronome (timing has improved! ) 
 Violas: work out accidentals, m. 11-31 and m. 52-59 (Good progress this week! High) 
 Violin II: 23-36, 50-59 
 Violas and Cellos: listen to recordings to really get a good aural sense of the piece, 

especially for m. 32-40 
 Cellos, be especially aware of and sensitive to balance throughout the piece. (Gold Star! 

) 
 All, focus on dynamics this week. Experiment with different ways of producing the 

written dynamics (bow weight, speed, placement…amount of bow used and varying the 
same, amount of bow hair used….though generally I have been a proponent of not 
defaulting to using less bow hair as the main way to achieve softer dynamics…this can 



sometimes result in a sound that is too thin. For measures 41-44, this may be 
appropriate….short notes at pp. 

 M. 43-44, cellos your articulations are different here than what comes before you. Other 
parts are not marked staccato, but yours is. 

 Violin 1: work on notes, bowing, rhythm mm. 51-54 in particular, and m. 45-60 for 
notes/intonation/flow/confidence. 

 

The Enchanted Garden/Ravel 
Maurice Ravel (1875-1937); “Enchanted Garden” from “Mother Goose Suite” (1910-1911); 
arr. Michael Hopkins 
 
Read: 
https://cso.org/uploadedfiles/1_tickets_and_events/program_notes/041510_programnotes
_ravel_mothergoose.pdf 
Score for viewing/following when listening: https://content.alfred.com/catpages/00-
22322.pdf 
Listen: https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/media-
player.jsp?&type=audio&productID=2478658 or https://www.alfred.com/the-enchanted-
garden/p/00-22322/ 

♫♫♫♫♫ 
Today we worked on the following. Reinforce positive progress in your practice time this 
week and continue to improve where needed. 

 M. 20, articulation 
 Decrescendo in mm. 21-22 
 Lift between mm. 22 and 23…nice!! 
 Tuning! Mm. 23-40 
 Accidentals m. 23-36 
 Cellos, notes in m. 31-35, and don’t slide the shifts 
 More… 

 
Continue from last week… 

 All: especially work m. 23-40 this week. This section has many shifts in tonality and we 
must move together, and have fantastic intonation 

 All: focus on dynamics, m. 1-22. Record yourself   playing these measures, then 
listen to the recording and evaluate for dynamics. Play/record again working toward 
improvement (and for consistency of the dynamics you are playing well). 

 Note, m. 21-22 Vln, Vla, Vcl have the same rhythm/articulations/dynamics 
 Keep in mind the beautiful sound and expressiveness we want to achieve in this piece. 
 Check your tempo with a metronome to be sure you are playing the marked tempo, and 

that you are not rushing. 
 
All the best, 
Mrs. Foltz 


